The Importance of Waiving Cost-sharing for Follow-up Colonoscopies
Action Steps for Health Plans
Summary:
The Affordable Care Act (ACA) eliminates cost-sharing for routine screening tests that receive an “A” or
“B” rating from the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) for individuals who are
privately insured.i The USPSTF has given an “A” rating to colorectal cancer screening tests, including
fecal occult blood testing and colonoscopy, for adults between ages 50 and 75; thus, these services
should be provided to health plan members without cost-sharing. Some health plans, however, apply
cost-sharing to colonoscopies that follow a positive stool test. This creates a financial incentive for
patients to select the more costly and invasive colonoscopy as their initial test. Additionally, this costsharing creates a financial disincentive that may lead patients to forego the follow-up test that they
need.
Screening for colorectal cancer by high sensitivity stool test is inexpensive and effective, but it must be
treated as a two-step screening process if the stool test is positive. The USPSTF clearly states in its
colorectal cancer screening guidelines that “Follow-up of positive screening test results requires
colonoscopy regardless of the screening test used.”1 Screening is not complete until patients with
positive results receive follow-up by colonoscopy to rule out the presence of cancer or precancerous
polyps (abnormal growths in the lining of the colon). Recall rates for positive stool test results
commonly range from 4-8% depending on positivity thresholds.2,3 To eliminate a financial disincentive
for patients to choose stool testing as first-line screening, health plans should waive cost-sharing for
colonoscopies following positive stool tests, as they are required to do for initial screening
colonoscopies. Health plans should already be following the federal guidelines that state there must be
no cost-sharing for screening colonoscopies, even if lesions or polyps are found and removed during
the procedure.4 Recent rulings also require plans to cover procedure-related costs of pre-exam
consultation,5 bowel prep,6 anesthesia7 and pathology5 in initial screening colonoscopies, however,
patients may be liable for ancillary costs such as facility fees.

REQUEST:
We are asking health plans to waive cost-sharing requirements for members when colonoscopy is
ordered as follow-up to a positive stool test or other colorectal cancer screening test, just as costsharing is waived for colonoscopy when it is selected as the first-line screening exam. Many health
plans have already adopted this policy.8 In other instances, states such as Kentucky9 and Oregon10 are
beginning to enact laws that waive cost-sharing across the screening continuum. Waiving cost-sharing
for follow-up colonoscopy will reduce barriers to colorectal cancer screening and potentially save
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health plans downstream costs, as described below.

Value for Health Plans:
Individuals are less likely to seek health services when they have to pay out-of-pocket costs.11,12,13
Waiving cost-sharing across the two-step screening process can increase colorectal cancer screening
and follow-up rates, resulting in:
• Elimination of financial incentives that could drive members to choose colonoscopy for initial
screening even though they might prefer less expensive, less invasive stool testing.
• Elimination of financial barriers that may cause members to forego completing the screening
process because of the cost of follow up colonoscopy.
• A decline in certain future health plan expenses, such as colorectal cancer treatment costs and
inpatient hospital care, thanks to the prevention of colorectal cancer, or detection of the disease in
earlier stages when treatment is more effective and less expensive.
• Improved performance on the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS®)
screening measure and other quality measures.
• Potential to avoid member dissatisfaction when unexpected costs are imposed on preventive
health services.
• Closed gaps in health disparities among price-sensitive members and the medically underserved.
• Recognition for the health plan as a leader in quality preventive care service delivery.

Background:
Colorectal cancer is the second most common cause of death from cancer in men and women in the
United States. It is estimated that over 132,700 people will be diagnosed with colorectal cancer and
almost 49,700 will die from this disease in 2015.14 Treatment costs can be very high, especially for
advanced forms of colorectal cancer. Estimates suggest that about $14.14 billion is spent on treatment
for colorectal cancer each year in the United States15 and annual treatment costs for an advanced case
can exceed $300,000 for a year.16
Costs associated with advanced treatment and premature deaths due to colorectal cancer are largely
avoidable. Regular screening can identify colorectal cancer at early stages when it is easiest and least
expensive to treat. In addition, regular screening can actually prevent colorectal cancer by detecting
and removing precancerous polyps, greatly reducing the possibility that they may progress to cancer.
The American Cancer Society, the USPSTF and other expert medical and scientific panels have issued
evidence-based recommendations for colorectal cancer screening.17 Yet, many Americans do not
receive colorectal screenings as recommended, and one in three adults between the ages of 50 and 75
are not up-to-date with screening.18 Not receiving a recommendation from the doctor, not being
provided with screening test options, and concerns about affordability are the leading reasons cited by
unscreened individuals for not getting screened for colorectal cancer.19,20,21,22,23
• Not all patients are willing or able to get a colonoscopy for initial screening. Each test has pros
and cons, and evidence shows that adults’ values and preferences influence their choice of
screening tests. While colonoscopy has the advantage of being able to biopsy and remove
polyps, its drawbacks include high cost (as compared to other tests), the invasiveness of the
procedure, aversion to the preparation and the test by some patients, inconvenience, and risk
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(albeit small) of complications. In some communities, there also are significant capacity issues
that make it difficult to access colonoscopy.
High sensitivity stool testing has the benefit of being non-invasive, safe and significantly less
costly.24 When patients adhere to annual testing, high sensitivity stool testing can detect
colorectal cancer and save lives at rates that are similar to colonoscopy. Only about 4% to 8% of
high sensitivity stool tests are positive and require follow up with a colonoscopy, but the
screening process is not complete until the follow-up exam has occurred.1,2,3 It is noteworthy
that a negative colonoscopy after a positive stool test means that the patient will not need to
be screened again for 10 years.
Patients often prefer stool testing when given the choice. Presenting options for colorectal
cancer screening to all adults, but particularly for those with low income, has been shown to
increase screening adherence. A recent study found more patients complete screening when
offered a choice to screen by colonoscopy or stool test (69%) as compared to patients that are
offered colonoscopy only (38%).23 Recent consumer research conducted by the American
Cancer Society found that unscreened consumers are very responsive to messages indicating
that there are affordable take home options available.22
Financial issues are critical barriers to getting screened. Individuals—including the insured—
are less likely to seek health services when they have to pay out-of-pocket costs.11,12,13
Applying cost-sharing to follow-up colonoscopy has the potential to drive cost-sensitive
members to choose the more expensive colonoscopy as a first-line screening exam (currently
reimbursed as high as $790 under Medicare), rather than a $22 fecal immunochemical test. It
also makes it hard for clinicians to discuss screening alternatives to colonoscopy, in particular to
cost-sensitive members, knowing that cost may prohibit the member from getting the needed
follow-up exam if the stool test is positive.
Eliminating cost-sharing can help address health disparities. Low-income individuals are more
price sensitive compared to others.25 Higher cost-sharing tends to make it harder for lowincome patients to access prevention services. Thus, policies that apply cost-sharing to followup colonoscopy can prevent the most medically vulnerable populations from getting access to
proven and effective prevention services. Reductions in preventive care can, in turn, have
adverse consequences, including poorer health and greater subsequent use of high-cost
services such as in emergency departments. Further, driving patients to select colonoscopy as a
first-line screening exam can further aggravate colonoscopy shortages in some rural
communities and increase costs to health plans.

This problem is atypical among USPSTF-recommended cancer screening tests. USPSTF states in their
recommendations that “[c]olonoscopy is a necessary step in any screening program that reduces
mortality from colorectal cancer.”1 Follow-up colonoscopy after a positive stool test is fundamentally
different from other screening procedures, as colonoscopy is available to the beneficiary without costsharing, if the beneficiary chooses colonoscopy as a “first line” preventive screening exam. In other
words, when a positive stool test triggers a follow-up colonoscopy and cost-sharing, that colonoscopy
would have been available to the member free of procedure-related cost-sharing if the member
selected colonoscopy rather than a stool test as the first-line screening exam. In contrast, when a
screening mammogram or low-dose CT scan for lung cancer comes back positive, the recommended
follow up includes procedures that are not available as a first line screening option.
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Proposed Next Steps:
To successfully cover the colorectal cancer screening continuum, plans should:
•
•
•
•

Waive health plan-imposed copayments and deductibles for colonoscopy that follows a positive
stool test to align with cost-sharing benefits for initial screening colonoscopies, including costs
related to pre-exam consultation, bowel prep, anesthesia, pathology and polyp removal;
Make necessary adjustments with the plan sponsor during contract updates to ensure that the
copayment is waived;
Consider also waiving patient cost-sharing for costs related to the colonoscopy exam, including
“Outpatient Hospitalization” fees; and
Develop and communicate policies to your network to insure that copayments are waived
throughout the process, including the gastroenterology consult.

Systematically implementing cost-sharing can pose challenges if changes need to be made to the way
screening tests are coded and entered into the electronic health record. The National Colorectal
Cancer Roundtable and the American Cancer Society Health Systems staff are here to support you as
you work through this process.
By making the decision to waive cost-sharing across the colorectal cancer screening continuum, health
plans have the potential to remove financial incentives that could drive members to choose
colonoscopy for initial screening when they prefer less expensive stool testing, ensure that members
with positive stool test findings don’t face barriers getting needed follow up colonoscopies, and
improve the health and quality of life of their members.
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